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All Charged Up

by J. Gregory Gerdel

T

he four trusses of the soon-tobe bridge extending the Cross
Vermont Trail eastward arrived
Wednesday, July 14, but for safety reasons, the curious are cautioned to wait
for the announcement of completion
before visiting the construction site, explained Cross Vermont Trail Executive
Director Greg Western.
The 205-foot-long, 12-foot-wide span
will cross the Winooski River at the
location of a former railroad bridge in
East Montpelier. Pilings for new bridge
abutments were driven in November
and passed a technical inspection by
the Vermont Agency of Transportation (VTrans) on December 4, 2020.
Western expects the contractor, CSS
Construction of Morrisville, to begin assembly of the structure during the week
of July 19.
Last fall Western had hoped the
bridge might be in place by spring, but
circumstances moved the fabrication of
the bridge components from Arizona
to Minnesota, where the structure was
recently approved by the VTrans.
CCS Construction has a large crane
on the site and placed a barge in the
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see Bridge, page 14

Kate Stephenson with her electric car at a charging station in front of the State House. See story about
electric vehicles on page 4. Photo by John Lazenby.

Capital City Farmers Market
Is Thriving in New Location
By Tom McKone

T

hroughout my Friday morning
phone interview with Stan Biasini, co-owner of Mt. Mansfield
Creamery, I could hear a knife coming down on a cutting board: He was
preparing cheese for the Capital City
Farmers Market the next day. The evening before, when I spoke with Ben and
Krysta Zabriskie, the owners of Perrin Farm, in addition to hearing their
children in the background, I heard
cackling chickens.
In each case, the extra audio was a
reminder that there is a lot more to the
farmers market than we see on our Saturday morning strolls from vendor to
vendor. Producing what is sold begins
weeks or months before, and even just
the preparation for being at the market
often begins days earlier. While many
of us may like to sleep in on Saturday
mornings, some vendors — particularly
those with animals to care for — need

to get up as early as 4 a.m. to be ready
for market customers at 9 a.m.
Every vendor I spoke with said it is
worth it: Now situated in an extremely
popular location and with everyone determined to put the disastrous year of the
pandemic behind them, Montpelier’s Saturday morning farmers market is thriving.
“Our market sales are up over 30 percent from 2019,” said Randy George, who
with his wife Eliza Cain owns Red Hen
Bakery. “We gross more in those four
hours than we can in any four hours at
the café — and our café is busy!”
“The market is doing fantastically well,”
echoed Capital City Farmers Market Manager Keri Ryan. She noted that weekly attendance is ranging from 1,500 to 2,000,
and both vendors and customers are raving
about being beside the Vermont Tax Department Building on State Street. “The
new location is magic. I’ve never been so
excited about a parking lot before,” she said.

Plenty of convenient parking; lots of
room for vendors and customers; smooth
walking surfaces with no puddles or broken pavement; some trees, flowers and
grass; and accessibility for all are among
the reasons vendors used words like
“fabulous” and “spectacular” to describe
where they are.
“This is one of the best markets in
the state,” said Beck Ferguson, owner of
Mansfield Mushroom Co. “When the
vendors are happy, the customers are automatically happy.”
But in describing this farmers market
as one of the best, Ferguson was referring
to much more than the location. He said
strong organization, the market’s variety
and balance of products, and good communication are keys to its success.
Randy George, who is also president of
the board, expands on that, noting that
see Farmers Market, page 15
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Neighborhoods Celebrate Independence Day

Community

by J. Gregory Gerdel

D

espite the cancellation of traditional Independence Day events
in Montpelier, several neighborhoods rallied to keep their Revolutionary spirits alive.
The celebratory events were coordinated through Capital Area Neighborhoods, a developing network of 20
neighborhoods in Montpelier that was
revived at the beginning of the pandemic, during March 2020. Recognizing and enhancing the “interdependence” of neighbors is at the heart of
the project, said Laura Brooke, who is
the research director and organizer for
the Sustainable Montpelier Coalition.
“We’ve been working with 30 volunteer coordinators who distribute flyers,
share information, build neighborhood

listservs, and identify neighborhood initiatives that may better their communities.”
Several of the volunteer Capital Area
Neighborhoods coordinators around
the city initiated Independence Day
events with their neighbors.
Peter Kelman, who lives in the Mountain View neighborhood, was the first
coordinator to conceptualize what a July
3rd or 4th event might look like. On
July 4th, Mountain View had 27 people
from 10 households join the party. Kelman said, “Most of the people who attended have moved to the neighborhood
in the past five years or less.” Afterward,
several attendees indicated “they hoped
that this would become an annual tradition,” Kelman added.

Downtown coordinator Hanif Nazerali launched an open streets event
on Langdon Street, where people were
dancing in the rain. “People streamed
through over the course of the afternoon, which is huge considering it was
raining pretty hard,” Brooke said. The
street itself was embellished with chalk
art overseen by Katie O’Rourke. Buch
Spieler DJed the dance music, celebrating the end of the drought along with
Independence Day. “Everyone was delighted watching the Morris dancers
from AllTogetherNow perform in the
street. The event ended with the singing
of the “Montpelier Song” and a parade
led by AllTogetherNow and the Morris
team down to the State House to attend
the Shidaa event,” Brooke reported.

On Loomis Street, Will Roberts, another Capital Area Neighborhoods coordinator, saw the July 4th weekend as
a perfect opportunity for their band to
play music for their ‘hood. The Loomis
Street porch concert had around 40
people of all ages attend, listening to
the Night Kitchen band play music, and
neighbors meeting one another. Roberts
said, “Folks seemed to be having fun
because a bunch stuck around after the
downpour.”
Glen Coburn Hutcheson and Dayton
Crites organized an event on Prospect
Street on July 3rd. Volunteers pitched
a few tents to protect people from the
rain, and the kids played with toy boats
in the puddles. Coburn Hutcheson
shared that there was “Lots of friendly
conversation, good food, and a mermaid show in the garden.” Those attending were challenged to a test of local
memory/observation about a striking,
metal-clad house in the neighborhood.
The question: Does the corrugation run
vertically on the lower part and horizontal on the upper? Or vice versa? “Except
for me,” Coburn Hutcheson said, “no
one could remember (including Susan,
the owner) despite walking by or driving
by the house every day for years. And it
turns out I was wrong.”
The Capital Area Neighborhoods
Network supports the concept of “Interdependence,” defined as “a mutually dependent relationship.” Brooke explained: “This is an important concept
when thinking about our place in our
neighborhoods. We are each dependent
on one another to live and thrive in
our communities. Our community relationships can help define us and how
things happen or don’t happen around
us. Capital Area Neighborhoods provide
an intentional way for neighbors to connect with one another, share resources,
information, and empower us to make
valuable change in our very own neighborhoods.”
Laura Brooke contributed to this story.

About CAN
To learn more about Capital
Area Neighborhoods, check out
sustainablemontpelier.org/can.
You will find the map showing
neighborhoods and coordinators. If your neighborhood has
yet to be organized and you are
interested in joining the project,
Sustainable Montpelier will provide support to start and develop
your neighborhood. Call or send
an email: 802-272-1195; MontpelierCAN@gmail.com
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HEARD ON
THE STREET
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Then & Now
Historic photos courtesy of Vermont Historical Society;
modern photo and caption by Paul Carnahan

More Choices for Foodies?
First of all, we got word plans are going forward on installing a standalone Starbucks
up on the Berlin Mall property (along with another new housing complex). The drawings of the plan show that a driveway will surround it, which means, maybe, a drivethrough will be available for locals as well as people coming and going off I-89’s Exit
7. The coffee store will be located across from the new Chestnut Hill senior housing
complex. The structure is being developed by Heidenberg Properties.
Second, we heard another new restaurant is opening on State Street in Montpelier.
That is all. More information to come soon, hopefully.

Trash Tramps Hit the Streets Again

The Twin City Motel on the Barre-Montpelier Road, soon to be
acquired by the Good Samaritan Haven, is a well-maintained example of Vermont’s early tourist infrastructure. Located on a busy
country road between two cities, this stop provided gas, CocaCola, and maple products to the touring public. In the early
1950s the “Twin City Motor Court” was owned by Michael and
Leona Wobby of Barre. In 1958 they sold it to the Gagnon family,
which still owns the property. Three of the original 12 cabins are
still part of the property; the upper motel section burned in 1958.

The heroic Trash Tramps have been back on the streets of Montpelier and will welcome new members to the team. Despite the Tramps’ efforts to clean the sidewalks
and curbs of litter and cigarette butts, grumbling is still heard around town about the
city’s often overflowing downtown trash and recycling bins — which are the responsibility of a contractor hired by the city, not the Tramps.

Mall Walk Raises Money to Help the Homeless
Good Samaritan Haven Executive Director Rick DeAngelis reports his group, partnering with the Berlin Mall, raised $4,746. This was done as part of the 2021 Winter
Walk and involved over 100 walkers walking 9,211 miles. “Considering the pandemic
and that most of the walkers are elderly, and therefore more vulnerable, I am over
the moon about raising $4,746,” said Mall manager, Kay Nuissl. “The walkers are a
spirited bunch! Seeing and hearing them every day and/or week brings a lot of cheer
and a sense of purpose to what otherwise can be drab winter months.” There were 17
walkers who finished the trail — all 216 miles of our Route 100 backdrop. Participants received an award certificate and a mini jug of maple syrup, and their place in
the Winter Walk hall of fame. The Winter Walk starts every year on Martin Luther
King weekend and closes the weekend after Earth Day. Good Samaritan Haven is also
acquiring the Twin City Motel and hopes to open prior to winter. Together with other
planned housing options in Montpelier, Barre City, and Barre Town, Good Samaritan
Haven hopes to serve 80 guests nightly, significantly more than prior to COVID-19.

Downtown Visitor Center Reopens
The Capital Region Visitor Center on State Street in Montpelier has reopened. It is a
good resource for tourists and locals for finding places to go and things to do. It is open
from 7 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday through Friday, and 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. on Saturday and
Sunday. It has information on maple sugarhouses, cheesemakers, breweries, wineries,
farmers’ markets, skiing, golfing, camping, hiking, fishing, hunting, boating, bicycling,
music, theater, museums, galleries, antiquing, lodging, dining, bookstores and shopping.
The address is 134 State Street in Montpelier and can be reached at 802-828-5981.

NATURE WATCH
Artwork and words by Nona Estrin

S

ummer has not yet turned. Queen Anne’s lace, big as saucers, balancing,
this way and that. Still not a goldenrod in sight! Birds with a second brood,
like robins and phoebes, are nesting again. This has been a summer of great
extremes, yet shadbush produced berries and birds came. Chokecherries are ripe
now, and other berries and apples are ripening, gardens producing in spite of
lingering threat of drought. Even the cornfields are catching up.
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Getting Us From Here to There

Vermont’s Evolving, and Expanding, EV Charging Network
By Will Lindner

H

ere are two important achievements by our ambitious “brave
little state” of Vermont — one famous and nationally acclaimed, the other
so far beneath the radar that few of us
realize that we can claim bragging rights.
The first, of course, is that Vermont
managed to fully or at least partially vaccinate 80 percent of its eligible population against the COVID-19 virus before
any other state reached that threshold.
It has made us a safer, healthier, and
happier state. But the other one also has
implications for our quality of life, if we
can build on it. On a per-capita basis,
Vermont has the most electric-vehicle
charging stations, available to residents
and travelers alike, of all the 50 states.
Dan Dutcher, senior environmental
policy manager for the Vermont Agency
of Transportation (VTrans), is quick to
put that fact in perspective. “We have to
admit,” he says, “that we have a leg up on
most of the other states when you’re talking about percentages of the population,
because we have a really low denominator.” That is, there aren’t many of us.
“But we’re not resting on our laurels,”
he adds. “One of the things I do is try
to carry out the legislature’s priorities,
which are reflected in the [annual] transportation bill. For three or four years
now the transportation bills have been
loaded with policies and programs to address greenhouse gas emissions from the
transportation sector.”
For that purpose, it’s critical that we
replace fossil-fuel-powered cars, trucks,
and buses, in large numbers, with electric
vehicles (EVs). Their energy source is far
cleaner in Vermont because our electric grid relies significantly on renewable
energy sources, and the New England
energy grid, of which we are a part, has
scaled back its reliance on the foulest
generating fuels, including coal.
Electric vehicles, however, tend to be
more costly than conventional vehicles
to purchase — even though they are
demonstrably cheaper to operate and
maintain — so the state has created programs and incentives to lower their cost.
Dutcher points to the 2019 transportation bill, called Act 59, and specifically
Section 34, which inaugurated an “Electric Vehicle Incentive Program” with
state funding of $1.1 million. Subsequent
transportation bills continued the program, including another $2.7 million set
aside in June.
Under its provisions, people earning
160 percent or less of Vermont’s median
household income can qualify for up to
$4,000 in assistance to purchase or lease
an EV that costs $40,000 or less. Along
with federal incentives of up to $7,500,
and rebates, bill credits, and other support provided by electric utilities includ-

Todd Sternbach, of Montpelier, with his all-electric Chevy Bolt and his Australian shepherd, Ivy. Photo by Will
Lindner.

ing Green Mountain Power (GMP) and
Vermont Electric Cooperative, this approach has been effective.
“We’ve been going through all the
funding that’s been allocated,” says
Dutcher. “We were very surprised how
popular this incentive has been with
people. These incentives — from the
utilities, the state, and the feds — can all
be stacked, and that can bring a vehicle
lease down under $200 a month.”
Green Mountain Power is particularly
bullish on its purchase-rebate program,
which its website describes as applying
to all-electric vehicles — those powered
solely by electricity — at $1,500, and
plug-in hybrids (gasoline and electricity)
at $1,000, with a smaller rebate ($750)
for used vehicles. “If it plugs in and costs
less than $60,000,” the website crows, “it
qualifies.”
But there’s another hurdle to clear for
widespread adoption of EVs. It’s called
“range anxiety”: the fear of depleting
your battery’s stored power before you’ve
completed your journey — or, at its
worst, getting stranded.
To counteract this, state policies have
promoted getting more “Level 2” charging systems into people’s homes to replace the dawdling “Level 1” chargers
that come with vehicle purchases.
Yet it’s the public EV-charging infrastructure that state policy seeks aggressively to address — with success so far,
judging from our nationwide, per-capita
leadership. Level 2 EV charging stations
can be easy to miss, even when you’re
looking at them; many look like a cross

between a parking meter and a 1930s-era
gasoline pump. But they’re out there,
in office parking lots, in parking areas
associated with commercial enterprises
such as Hunger Mountain Cooperative
in Montpelier and the Red Hen Café in
Middlesex, at Montpelier and Harwood
Union high schools, at the Vermont State
Employees Credit Union, in the parking area serving the Comfort Inn and
Maplewood Vermont Travelers Service
Center in Berlin. There are several along
Gov. Aiken Avenue in Montpelier.
When Dutcher and others, such as
Dave Roberts, cite our per-capita leadership in charging stations, this is what
they’re referring to. Roberts is with Drive
Electric Vermont, a division of the Vermont Energy Investment Corp.
Everyone, however, concedes that we’ll
never achieve the clean-energy goals envisioned, and in fact required, by Vermont’s Comprehensive Energy Policy
merely by proliferating Level 2 charging
facilities ever-more broadly around the
state. There’s a Level 3, which is more
accurately referred to as DC (direct current) fast charging, and if Vermont is to
develop a truly impactful vehicle-charging infrastructure these must spread like
wildfire.
“The big picture is encouraging,” says
state Sen. Andrew Perchlik, D-Washington. “We [in the Senate] do not find ourselves butting up against the executive
branch. There seems to be a broad consensus that electrification is something
we want to do.”
But it’s complicated.

One Man’s Journey in
Recharging
Todd Sternbach, now an IT consultant
who lives in Montpelier, had his appetite
for electric vehicles whetted earlier in his
career, when he worked for Vermont’s
Agency of Natural Resources. The agency’s air pollution control division owned
EVs that employees could reserve for
occasional use, and Sternbach signed up
frequently.
“I’ve always been interested in fuel
efficiency, and environmentally minded
about vehicles,” he says. “I wasn’t necessarily dead set on an electric.”
Those interests led him to purchase a
Volkswagen diesel, which he enjoyed tremendously. “It got great fuel efficiency,”
he recalls. “Fifty miles per gallon on the
highway.”
It was the very car, however, at the
center of the 2015 VW emissions scandal, when the German manufacturer was
found to have violated the U.S. Clean
Air Act by incorporating software designed to cheat on mandatory emissions
tests. When the legal dust settled, Sternbach qualified for a company buyback.
“It was a pretty good deal,” he says. “I
got good money for a seven-year-old car.”
In fact, we all benefited from that
settlement. The state allocated $2.8 million (just 15 percent of Vermont’s total
award) to the Department of Housing
and Community Development to lead
an interagency project to build out Vermont’s electric vehicle supply equipment
continued on page 5
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network — meaning, the charging stations. In 2020, another $1.7 million
of VW’s money was earmarked for a
project, currently underway, to finance
charging installations at 11 purposely
selected locations.
Back in 2017, money in hand, Sternbach contemplated a replacement for his
VW diesel. He heard about the Chevy
Bolt, which was then being introduced
in California. It was a hatchback, suitable for hauling the equipment he carries
for work, and was one of the first purely
electric-powered cars (non-hybrids) to
strike a blow against range anxiety.
“It was advertised as having a 240-mile
range,” he says, “which was a big deal for
me because I drive to Burlington regularly, and sometimes to Middlebury.”
On a trip to visit relatives in California, he found an opportunity to drive
one, and eagerly placed an order with a
dealer back home. He received the car in
May 2018.
Sternbach and his wife, Christie Sternbach-Feist, have a one-car garage attached to their home, and the garage
has standard 120-volt electrical outlets
— the same as the outlets for a toaster,
a lamp, a radio. Your iPhone. As EVs
generally do, their Bolt came with a cable
that attached the car’s inboard charging
unit to the plugs on the wall.
That’s Level 1 charging.
And it’s slow. Drive Electric Vermont’s
website says Level-1 systems typically
provide three-to-five miles of range per
hour of charging.
“So overnight you’ll get 40, 50, or 60
miles,” says Sternbach, “and that might
be plenty for most people.”
But it wouldn’t provide sufficient mileage for a round-trip to Burlington or
Middlebury, regardless of the greater
charging and mileage capacity of his
Bolt. If it were an extended trip, his
charge could deplete, “and I might eventually have to go to a public [charging]
station.”
Public charging doesn’t cost much
— according to the state’s electric vehicle website, it’s often the equivalent of
spending $1.50 per gallon of gas — but
it does take time. So Sternbach invested
in a Level 2 charger for his home. He
reports that he can now get as much as
25 miles per hour of charge.
“So overnight I can go from empty
to full.
“The utility of that, for home charging, is great,” he says. “You don’t have
to go to a gas station! But you do always
have to be mindful of what you’ll need
the next day.”
(Which provides a glimpse into the
acquired mindset of an EV owner, which
many more of us will become. There’s
also the calculation that in cold weather,
the range of EVs can decrease by 30 to
40 percent, because of heating systems
and other variables, so instead of 240
miles the Bolt might provide 160 or so
miles on a full charge.)
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The rub, for Todd Sternbach, was that
Level-2 charging requires a 240-volt outlet, which residences have more commonly in their kitchen for the electric
range, their laundry room for the washing machine, perhaps their basement for
the water heater. Rarely are they in a
garage — and there wasn’t one in Sternbach’s. The new charging apparatus costs
roughly $600, and the electrician’s fee for
installing 240-volt power in the garage
added at least a couple hundred more.
But now the Sternbachs are all set.
(They have another car, too — gasoline
powered — but Christie also enjoys the
Bolt).
“There’s another thing,” Sternbach
adds. “I like cars that are environmentally responsible, but I wouldn’t buy a
car that’s not fun to drive. EVs have a
lot of torque and acceleration. Teslas are
absurdly fast. The Bolt is a fun car, for
sure.”
On a quick drive around his neighborhood he demonstrates (very responsibly!)
the pickup he so admires, the car’s responsiveness, and something EV savants
call “one-pedal driving” — slowing the
car dramatically merely by backing off
the accelerator. The brake lights come on
anyway, Sternbach emphasizes, so cars
behind the EV know it’s slowing down.
And — a double whammy — “regenerative braking” replenishes the battery with
energy produced by the friction of slowing the car.
Plus, EVs are mechanically simpler and
cheaper to maintain.
“I finally had brake work done and a
wheel bearing changed recently,” Sternbach said in May 2021 about the car
he has owned since May 2018. “And a
week ago a battery that’s used for ignition died.
“But that’s it!”
Retaining the Recalcitrant ‘One
in Five’
It’s too bad Sternbach didn’t wait a
little longer before buying his costly
Level-2 charging equipment, because he’s
a customer of GMP, which now provides
them for free to customers who purchase
a new or used EV. (It does not pay the
electrician’s bill for installing a new 240volt circuit.) Washington Electric Cooperative (WEC), the other major utility
serving central Vermont, has a similar
program.
The offers from these companies are
motivated by several factors. For one, Act
56, passed by the Legislature in 2015, has
an “energy transformation” component
that requires electric utilities to spend
a portion of their revenue encouraging
and assisting their customers (or “members,” for electric cooperatives) to reduce
their fossil-fuel consumption. But while
those are required expenditures, there’s
something in it for the utilities, too. The
energy source most likely to replace fossil
fuels is, of course, electricity, which they
happen to sell.
But it’s more than that. Kristin Kelly,

GMP’s director of communications, explains.
“We provide free chargers so our customers can charge [their EVs] conveniently at home,” she says. “The chargers
are Wi-fi-enabled, and connected to us
at GMP. When there’s an energy peak
on the grid we can turn down the flow
of power to your charger to reduce our
overall electricity usage.”
The energy that utilities purchase on
the open market during peak events,
such as heat waves, is extra expensive
and comes almost exclusively from fossilfuel-powered generating plants. If GMP,
WEC, and other utilities can reduce
their demand at such times, they save
money and inflict less harm upon the
environment.
Customers are notified ahead of time,
through Wi-fi, that their EV chargers
will be turned down or off, and they can
override that command if they wish. But
Sternbach, who’s on GMP’s program,
says that’s a costly choice. “If you don’t
go along with it you’ll pay, like, three
times the normal rate.”
Washington Electric’s approach is
encapsulated in its Project Powershift
program, which “shifts” its members’ vehicle-charging period to begin automatically at 10 p.m. and run overnight, when
demand is low. As EVs become more
universal they will add significantly to
the strain placed upon our power grid;

Powershift seeks to moderate that impact
and avoid increasing the cooperative’s
wholesale power costs.
Home EV chargers don’t count toward
Vermont’s primacy in public charging
stations. But since most vehicle recharging is done at home, they are a critical component of the overall EV charging infrastructure, and therefore of our
success or failure at reducing carbon
generated by our transportation sector.
The national website “Green Car Reports” recently published a study that
revealed why programs like GMP’s and
WEC’s, that promote and optimize
Level-2 charging, are vital. It found that
“47 percent of homeowners with Level-1
charging stations were unaware of financial incentives for installation of Level-2
home-charging stations.”
It continued: “[U]pgrading to Level-2
charging is important because Level 1
isn’t adequate for frequent use or long
trips…. One recent study suggested that
lack of Level-2 home charging was a big
reason why one in five EV owners go
back to gasoline [vehicles].”
Perchlik, who drives an electric Ford
Mustang Mach-E, says, “The people selling the cars have never said, ‘You should
make sure you have a Level-2 charger.’
Salespeople need to focus on that. We at
the state are trying to incentivize that, to
continued on page 6

Perhaps the most fully developed charging spot in central Vermont is in
the Comfort Inn parking area near I-89 in Berlin. It includes eight Tesla
chargers, as well as DC fast chargers, such as this one, installed by
Green Mountain Power. Photo by Will Lindner.
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make sure anyone who buys [an EV] has
a Level 2 available to them at home or at
work, so they don’t have to sit at a public
charger for 30 minutes, or for hours.”
‘Fast?’ It’s All Relative
And yet… Level 2 is also slow, at least
compared with pumping gas outside a
convenience store. Vermont needs to
move, in a big way, to Level 3 — those
DC fast-charging units. They’re still
not as fast as pumping gas, but Drive
Electric Vermont’s Dave Roberts has
said, “These new fast-charging options
will provide up to 225 miles of range
in 30 minutes, enabling more EV travel
options across Vermont and beyond.”
But consider the obstacles. The DC This motorcycle is being charged at a station in front of the State House
fast chargers are expensive to install, and in Montpelier recently. Photo by John Lazenby.
because they transfer so much electricity
in a condensed time frame they must new round of funding to support the anticipates decisions by the end of the
be connected to three-phase power, development of 11 new EV charging summer.
which could, in places, require costly sites. “When these stations are comMeanwhile, GMP, too, is helping fill
restructuring by the utility serving the pleted,” the governor’s press release de- in the map with its Charge Fast pilot
area. (Look at the power lines where clared, “nearly every Vermonter will be program, announced in March 2020.
you live. If you see three wires at the within 30 miles of a fast-charge station.” It will complement earlier programs
top, running from pole to pole, that’s
In a sense, the 11 new stations, now through which the utility has deployed
three-phase power. If there’s one wire at under development, are a freebie for public charging stations.
the top, that’s single phase power, and Vermont, because of the $1.7 million
“It provides financial incentives to help
inadequate for fast-charging purposes. funding derived from that now-six- organizations — a business, or a comSingle-phase power is the norm in rural year-old Volkswagen settlement. The munity group, for example — install fast
areas, which means most of Vermont.) award went to Blink Charging, an in- chargers with the goal to get them in
The costs of such upgrades, and of their ternational company that’s banking on areas underserved for fast charging,” says
operation in the future, could present a bright future for electric vehicles and GMP’s Kelly. “We have about new 20
rate complications for utilities and their the equipment needed to power them.
sites that are in process right now.”
customers, beyond the scope of this
It only makes sense. There’s (electric)
“This time we asked a single bidder
article.
to apply for all the locations,” says Gary gold in them-thar hills.
Direct current fast chargers are also Holloway, of the Agency of Commerce
expensive to operate, and in the first and Community Development. “The Montpelier Cites a Niche in
years of their use, while EVs remain VW funds provided Blink Charging Need
relatively rare, they’re not likely to bring with 80 percent of the total project cost.
Kate Stephenson doesn’t expect new
much revenue. Vermont’s state pro- Blink had to match it with 20 percent. EVSE awards for Montpelier anytime
grams have addressed this issue through We define the geographic regions we soon. She’s not even sure Montpelier
contracts with the companies selected to want, but they work with site hosts needs them.
develop the infrastructure.
“We have quite a few public chargers.
within those regions.”
“Grantees have to agree to operate
And the emphasis now is clearly on I drive around and look at them all the
them for seven years,” says Dutcher, of fast charging.
time, and a lot are not being used very
the Vermont Agency of Transportation.
“The 11 locations are going to get two often,” says Stephenson, a resident who
“Hopefully by then the market will be fast chargers as well as one Level 2,” serves on the Montpelier Energy Advimore attractive and they could keep says Holloway. “The goal is to build out sory Committee. (She does that driving
them going on their own.”
highway corridors with fast-charging around in an Audi e-tron. “It’s a hybrid
An additional complication is that, stations to help meet the governor’s goal with a small electric range,” she conwhile Level-2 chargers work with all of having them within 30 miles of every fesses. “I have no range anxiety.”)
electric vehicles, DC fast chargers are Vermonter.”
“We’ve had our own public charger on
not uniform. Roberts explains there are
Holloway, too, believes the industry city property, behind City Hall, for at
two kinds of connections, one serving will eventually settle on a fast-charging least 10 years. People pay to use it, and
Nissan and Mitsubishi EVs “and then plug configuration that will serve all the city pays the electric bill.”
the one used by basically everyone else. (non-Tesla) EVs. For now, though, Blink
Had construction gone forward on
Hopefully down the line there will be and other grantees will install equip- the public parking garage at the Capitol
one plug — at least for non-Tesla ve- ment that can accommodate the Nis- Plaza in Montpelier, the city would have
hicles.”
sans and Mitsubishis and everyone else. installed 20 charging stations there. The
(Tesla, barely mentioned here, is a
Other grantees? Yes, more are com- state had awarded some $125,000 for
world unto itself; its nationwide charg- ing. The newest round of funding for them, but rescinded the money after the
ing infrastructure is proprietary. Lo- $750,000 — more modest because it Hilton Corporation scrapped the project
cally, an eight-unit block of Tesla fast comes from VTrans rather than VW — in April, citing delays caused by oppochargers can be found, along with pub- will support six new charging sites.
nents who challenged its permits.
lic Level-2 chargers, in the Comfort Inn
Also, Stephenson doubts that Montpe“These are at locations that would fill
parking lot in Berlin.)
a major gap [in the infrastructure] or lier will place high on the state’s priorNevertheless, in the face of these build in redundancy in high-use areas,” ity list for DC fast chargers along the
headwinds, Vermont is aggressively de- says Holloway. “It will be the same for- I-89 corridor because there’s already one,
veloping its EVSE infrastructure with mula: two fast chargers and one Level 2 at the Vermont State Employees Credit
a heightened focus on fast charging. In [at each site.]”
Union, a quarter mile from Exit 8.
February, Gov. Phil Scott announced a
Where she perceives a need, however,
Proposals were due in June. Holloway
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is in multi-unit housing. Residents like
Todd Sternbach, who own their own
homes, can conveniently recharge with
their own Level-2 (or, alas, Level-1)
charging systems. But those who live
in apartments, who park more than an
extension cord’s length from their dwellings, and may not have the resources,
nor the permission, to install a dedicated
240-volt outlet anyway, are virtually
excluded from EV ownership — and,
importantly, the advantages of avoiding $3-a-gallon gasoline and the maintenance demands that come with their
gas guzzlers.
“That’s the focus I would love us to
have,” says Stephenson. “How do we
work with landlords for existing multifamily housing? Because not a lot of new
multi-family housing is going in around
here.”
The state is not unaware of this disparity. Requirements to provide charging
facilities can be imposed on developers through Act 250 and other permitting processes, but as Holloway, of the
Agency of Commerce and Community
Development, observes, “There’s not a
lot of new construction like that happening outside Chittenden County.”
And yet this year, he says, the legislature provided $1 million in funding
to be directed toward multi-unit dwellings owned by nonprofit organizations.
It’s applicable to both affordable and
market-rate housing.
“It’s a pilot round,” Holloway explains.
And it’s also the beginning of a broader
conversation. There’s an EVSE interagency work group that hopes to develop
a definitive program this year.
“We’re just getting ourselves started,”
Holloway says, citing participation in the
project by housing groups. “The majority
of what we’d look at in Vermont is retrofit — existing multi-unit housing infrastructure — and there’s a lot of complexities to that. That’s why we’re calling
it a pilot project; it’s targeted toward a
specific sector of multi-unit dwellings,
those that are nonprofit-owned, so we
can begin to get a handle on this. We’ve
never had a program directed toward
multi-unit dwellings before.”
Stephenson and her fellow energy
committee members may want to keep
an eye on it.
The future is gaining on us. Regarding electrified transportation, it portends
an interesting combination of extreme
convenience — avoiding gas stations and
simply powering our cars and trucks
while we sleep — and inconvenience:
the need to linger someplace for a half
hour or more while “fast” chargers do
their thing.
When change is imposed upon us
by necessity — in this case, moderating climate change — it can be unwelcome and disorienting. But Vermont’s
vision of a fully developed, fully engaged
electric-vehicle-charging infrastructure is
grounded in optimism, and a commitment to a societal evolution that needs
to happen.
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Education

A Mission to Inspire
By Mary Cole Mello

“E

very one of you has amazing
stories inside you.”
Children’s book author
Natalie Kinsey-Warnock is standing in
the gym of the Waterford Elementary
School, speaking to a group from the
school’s Summer Learning Program. She
adds, “Family stories are the best kind of
stories but we need to write them down
so they won’t get lost.”
Almost all of Kinsey-Warnock’s books
are based on true events from her childhood growing up on a farm in the
Northeast Kingdom or stories handed
down in her family for generations, such
as the award winning “The Bear Who
Heard Crying.”
Kinsey-Warnock shows the children
quilts made by her grandmother, who
inspired “The Canada Geese Quilt,” and
then makes her young audience shriek
with delight when she tells of meeting
a bear while riding her bike and the
story of her granduncles who hitched a
bull to an old-fashioned buggy. KinseyWarnock ends her presentation with a
reminder, “I promise you that each of
you also has stories in you good enough
to become books.”
At the end of the talk, the children are
invited to choose two free books from
displays arranged around the gym. They
call to each other as they browse, “Hey,
look at this one!” “ I found a book about
the planets!” and then clamber back up
to the gym bleachers to begin reading.
The presentation they enjoyed on this
July afternoon is just one of many sponsored by the Children’s Literacy Foundation, and Kinsey-Warnock has been with
the nonprofit organization almost since
its beginning.
The Children’s Literacy Foundation
(CLiF) got its start when a successful
Boston management consultant named
Duncan McDougal decided to begin
a new chapter in his life. McDougal
had been a writer, a teacher, a tutor of
refugees, and was an MBA graduate.
He’d enjoyed his work as a consultant,
but now he began to consider ways to
make a positive impact on the world.

McDougal believed in the transforming
power of literacy and knew that children
in some rural areas may have less access to resources. He talked to teachers,
administrators, reading directors, and
librarians. He decided to focus on two
of his favorite places, Vermont and New
Hampshire.
Both states beckon tourists with images of skiing, hiking, pristine scenery,
and toylike villages. Both also include
enclaves with populations that have lived
in poverty for generations. In 1998 McDougal moved to a farmhouse in New
Hampshire. This was the beginning of
the Children’s Literacy Foundation. Its
mission would be to “inspire a love of
reading and writing among low income,
at-risk, and rural children.” McDougal
was the volunteer executive director and
only staff member. By 2021, CLiF included five staff members, 22 directors,
and many volunteers. The foundation
also works with more than 65 presenters.
Like Kinsey-Warnock, many of them are
children’s book authors.
At last count, the organization has
touched the lives of more than 25,000
children and given away more than
900,000 books. Their many programs
include work with libraries, schools, daycare centers, and shelters for the homeless.
During the school year, CLiF offers
Year of the Book grants to qualifying
schools, preschools, and daycare providers. Applicants for the grant must show
that while their schools may have a diverse population, at least 35 percent will
qualify for free or reduced-price lunches.
Winners of a grant will receive $25,000
to use for books, teacher training, and
other activities that promote literacy.
During the summer months, CLiF goes
to where the children are: summer camps,
especially those which include qualifying
children; playgrounds; child care sites;
libraries; and swimming pools. Even
the best storytellers might wonder if
they could compete with a pool on a
warm summer day. The Foundation’s
Communications Manager, Erika Nich-

Author Natalie Kinsey-Warnock displays her grandmother’s quilts at a
summer reading program for children. Photo by Mary Mello.

ols-Frazer, smiles when asked how that
works. “It just happens,” she says. “Our
presenters are engaging, everyone seems
to love listening to the stories, and the
kids are eager to choose books to keep.”
If CLiF understands the value of literacy, they also appreciate the value of
family connections. The organization
works with five prisons in Vermont and
New Hampshire creating special celebrations for family visiting days with food,
music, games, and time for incarcerated
parents to read to their children. When
children are unable to visit, parents are
invited to choose books and to write a
personal message inside the book, which
will be mailed to their child. Inmates
may also record their storytelling so children can look through their donated
book while listening to a parent read it.
Many benefit from the work of the
foundation, but the focus has always
been on their mission statement. They
avoid singling out children but take
steps to provide books to agencies that
work with foster children and others who
might be struggling.

When COVID closed down the country, CLiF found ways to adapt. They
left books at homeless shelters and food
pantries. Libraries could request book
donations and hang the books outside
the building in plastic bags with labels
on the bags to let families know the book
levels. Virtual and interactive events replaced in-person programs.
McDougal and his staff have made
CLiF work without help from government agencies. “We have many donors,
both companies and individuals, who
have remained loyal to us for many
years.”
When asked if he ever missed his
former position as a management consultant, McDougal hesitates for a minute. “I sometimes miss the challenge of
solving those problems, and I miss my
colleagues.” Does he have any plans to go
back to it? This time the answer comes
right away. “Nope, this has been too
much fun.”
For more information about CLiF, go to
clifonline.org.
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A Message From City Hall
This page was paid for by the City of Montpelier.

Sleeping in the City
By William Fraser, City Manager

M

any people have expressed questions and concerns about a proposed policy concerning overnight camping by people experiencing
homelessness. Issues raised in social media
and direct communications have ranged
from safety of the general public to the
lack of adequate response for those who
are unhoused. As people form their opinions about this policy, it may be helpful
to understand what the proposal is and
why my staff and I are recommending its
adoption.
Why is this being proposed?

The major contributing factor is the
U.S. 9th Circuit Court decision in Martin vs. the City of Boise, which said that
camping on publicly owned land by
people with no other home or shelter
is permitted with conditions. The U.S.
Supreme Court declined to review the
case. Absent clarifying action by the city,
camping will be (and currently is under
the court ruling) permitted on almost all
city property.
In its ruling, the 9th Circuit District
Court of Appeals said governments cannot criminalize conduct that is unavoidable as a result of experiencing homelessness, such as sleeping, sitting, or lying in
public spaces if there are no alternative
sleeping spaces available.
The region’s primary shelter provider,
the Good Samaritan Haven, regularly
faces capacity issues with insufficient beds
for the number of people experiencing
homelessness in our community. Citing
a homeless individual for sleeping outside when there aren’t enough shelter beds
would be comparable to punishing that
individual for the fact that they are homeless, a consequence the court decision described as cruel and unusual.
What does the policy do?

The court case allows for the flexibility
to set limits on which public properties
and during what hours camping or sleeping can be prohibited, outlined as “highsensitivity” areas in the proposed policy.
The policy seeks to define those areas so
that both individuals who are homeless
and the general public can have clear expectations about the locations where such
camping may occur.
This policy does not purport to be a
solution for homelessness — its goals are
to clearly establish expectations for staff
when they encounter an encampment on
city land and explain clearly what people
who are emergency camping can expect
from the city in response. It also aims to
define what city land we do not encourage
camping on, for camper and community
safety.

Does this turn our parks and
other public land into public
campgrounds?

The court decision and policy only apply
to individuals who have no permanent
housing and are only in effect when there
is no adequate shelter space. Human beings have a right to sleep somewhere without fear of prosecution. People with homes
cannot start camping out randomly.
Camping by people who are unhoused
has been happening in our parks and in
other public spaces for years. This policy
will only create clearer guidelines for all
involved.
Will this lead to more crime?

Neither the court decision nor the policy
change the definition of criminal behavior.
Sleeping is not criminal, but many other
activities are. Those will continue to be
handled the same as any other crime. Residents have expressed that they feel fear and
intimidation when passing some individuals who are homeless. There is no denying
occasional instances of verbal harassment
and other unpleasant encounters. Our records, though, do not indicate significant
incidents of direct crime perpetrated by
transient individuals and other residents.
The policy establishes key public areas —
like paths, walkways, fields, schools, etc.
— sensitive and off limits to camping.
What are considered “high
sensitivity areas”?

“High-sensitivity areas” are locations
where the health and safety impacts of
encampments have a heightened potential
to degrade sensitive natural resources, critical infrastructure, or create significant obstruction to residences, businesses, emergency routes, and rights-of-ways.
These areas may also include public facilities where the presence of encampments
could disrupt city operations and/or present a health or safety concern to city staff
or Montpelier residents using the facilities.
They may also be areas that present significant safety concerns for those who are
camping.
The City of Montpelier designates the
following as high-sensitivity areas in which
emergency camping is not permitted:
• Schools and adjoining grounds
• Licensed daycare facilities (including
city-run day camps)
• On the city’s multi-use paths
• Walking/biking trails/paths in city
parks
• Jurisdictional wetlands, waters, and waterways
• Within 50 feet of the property boundary of any off-site residence or business,
unless permitted by the owner
• Within 50 feet of the property bound-

ary of a playground, soccer field, baseball field, basketball court, tennis court,
or golf course. If the encampment includes an individual who is a registered
sex offender, this boundary extends to
2,000 feet.
• The city’s Water Resource Recovery Facility
• The city’s Water Treatment Plant
• On cemetery plots, paths, or roads
What might prompt city
intervention?

Encampments found in “high-sensitivity
areas” will be subject to intervention and
asked to move, given their potential degradation to critical infrastructure, their
presence being an obstruction to egress, or
safety risks.
For encampments located on city-owned
property that do not meet the criteria of a
“high-sensitivity area,” the city manager in
consultation with staff, will consider the
following findings to decide if any level of
intervention is appropriate:
Public health findings:
• Confirmed case of infectious disease(s)
present at encampment;
• Excessive animal or vermin vector hazards (e.g., rats, other vector vermin)
present at encampment;
• Presence of biological vector hazards
(e.g., blood, fecal matter) present at
encampment;
• Notice of public health emergency at
a site of an encampment declared by
a local, state, or federal public health
entity present at encampment;
• Need for cleaning or restoration, at the
encampment site, as identified by city
staff.
Public safety findings:
• Location of encampment is on privately
owned land and the city has been requested to intervene;
• Location of encampment obstructs or
impedes the right-of-way, lane of traffic,
bike lane, hydrant, or ADA access;
• Location of encampment such that first
responders (including, but not limited
to, fire, police, and any health care
workers) are impeded in performing
their essential government functions;
• Pervasive criminal activity present at
encampment;
• Damage to essential infrastructure
(e.g., reservoirs, bridges, public utilities,
drainage and sewer systems) present at
encampment;
• Excessive amounts of waste/garbage/debris as determined by city staff present
at encampment;
• Excessive fire hazards and/or calls for
service as determined by fire and/or
police, including unpermitted outside
fires present at encampment;

• Presence of open electrical splices or
illegal wiring present at encampment;
• Storage of tires, gasoline, or propane
tanks and unsafe storage of combustible
materials or accumulation of combustible waste present at encampment.
Our community has witnessed growing
issues of people experiencing homelessness
in the Montpelier area. It is a pervasive
issue with a variety of causes and is something that requires holistic long-term solutions. The city, however, is facing a shortterm emergency, with the state’s General
Assistance Hotel/Motel housing program
ending in July 2021. One of the risks for
people exiting the state’s General Assistance Hotel/Motel housing program is the
lack of available housing — leaving them
more likely to camp or sleep outdoors. The
city staff does not recommend establishing
a concentrated camping location due to
lack of capacity, expertise, and resources.
We instead recommend decriminalizing
the act of public camping in this emergency situation and aim to connect people
living outdoors to services and shelters.
In general, the City of Montpelier is
committed to our housing plans, which
are to provide clear strategies for housing
development and other avenues for individuals and families to have clean, safe,
and attainable housing. This proposed Encampment Response Policy doesn’t address
strategies to prevent people from experiencing homelessness, nor does it dive into
the city’s housing development strategies.
The provision of emergency and longerterm services needs to be handled by organizations that are experienced in this work
and who have resources and training that
can assist those experiencing homelessness.
The state government will be instrumental
addressing these issues.
Excerpts from the draft policy quoted
here are as of July 19th. Some wording may
change before the city council meeting on
July 21st. While preparing this draft policy, city staff have or will have consulted
with the Parks Commission, Cemetery
Commission, Recreation Advisory Board
Homelessness Task Force, the town of
Hartford, Vt. (which has a similar policy
in place), all city departments, and the
city’s attorney.
This is an understandably difficult conversation about people’s fears and about consideration for people who are facing challenging personal circumstances. I hope that
you have found this information helpful.
Thank you for reading this article and for
your interest in Montpelier city government.
As always, please contact me at 802-2239502 or wfraser@montpelier-vt.org with
questions or comments.
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Camping at the
Old Campground

W

By Larry
Floersch

hen I think of summer, I
think of camping. What
could be better for a vacation
than time spent in the great outdoors
at one of our beautiful state or national
parks?
I learned many essential camping
skills in the Boy Scouts, such as how
to permanently bond pancake batter
to the inside of a hot aluminum skillet
over an open fire. I also learned how to
tie a “sheet bend” knot. I’ve been looking for a situation in which to use that
knot ever since. And I learned Morse
code, but not particularly well. To this
day I only remember the code for the
first three letters of the alphabet plus
“s” and “o”, so the only message I can
send is “sos cab,” which could possibly
come in handy if I find myself in trouble
near an urban area. I also learned about
such things as “cannon reports” and
“skyhooks” and how to hunt for snipes
after dark with a stick and a croaker
sack. Those were formative years that
prepared me for camping in adulthood.
My first camping adventure with my
wife was a memorable one. About 1
o’clock in the morning during our first
night in our new tent a thunderstorm
awakened us. This was a meteorological event we had not contemplated.
The lightning strikes came through the

woods like a creeping artillery barrage
at the Battle of the Somme. We vowed
to remain in the safety of our tent until
I remembered its frame consisted of
aluminum poles sticking up toward the
sky that, if viewed from above, probably
spelled out “STRIKE - X - HERE!”
We hastily retreated to our car. When
the storm had passed, we returned to
our tent to discover the wind had blown
open the door flap, and the waterproof
floor, which was intended to keep water
out, was now holding it in. Our semisubmerged sleeping bags rippled with
the waves created by our feet as we
stepped inside.
Now I know what you’re thinking:
“But Lare, what about all the bugs
when you’re camping? Don’t they bother
you?” I don’t remember any bugs when
I was in the Boy Scouts. In fact, I don’t
remember any bugs while camping until
after I got married. Then they would
descend on my wife, and, because I
was often in close proximity, me. I
remember swatting mosquitoes in the
Everglades National Park that were so
large it was like crushing small balsawood-framed model aircraft on your
arm. And I remember being cornered in
a tent at New Discovery campground in
Groton by a huge swarm of black flies.
We had to call in a Raid™ strike on our
own position to get out of that one.
Thenceforth we would never venture on camping adventures without
citronella tiki torches, a case of citronella incense coils, and 12 spray cans of
100-percent DEET repellent.
Park rangers use a complex formula
for assigning campsites to visitors. This

is done to make sure (1) as many campers as possible have an increased sense of
being in the wilderness and getting away
from it all, and (2) the campers who
must get up most frequently during the
night to use the toilet facilities are given
campsites that are the farthest away.
In many parks, the rangers have spent
years training the local wildlife, i.e.,
skunks, to deploy at 2 a.m. sharp and
act as guides, patrolling all possible
paths to the toilet facilities. Fortunately,
because of their distinct black-and-white
markings, skunks are always visible with
a four-D-cell Maglight flashlight from
about 2 feet away. After such a startling
encounter in the darkness there often is
no need to go farther.
Bonding with wildlife is one of the
great joys of camping as long as you
take precautions, such as not smuggling
a bag of Doritos into your sleeping bag
for a midnight snack. Or, as two teenage
sons of a friend did, leaving your dog’s
dish of food just outside the tent, then
bringing the dog into the tent to sleep
with you. When the dog was awakened
during the night by sounds of another
creature feasting at her bowl, she naturally became resentful. In the ensuing
commotion, the tent collapsed, leaving the occupants writhing around in
confusion. When the boys managed to

Commentary

extricate themselves, they fled, believing
a black bear had attacked them. From
the aroma they gave off it was clear the
intruder was indeed black but also had
white markings.
I’ve learned that many wild animals
are not as timid as we think. Once,
while camping with friends, we were
pleasantly surprised to see a deer standing silently at the edge of our campsite.
It was like a scene out of “Bambi.” One
of our friends, ignoring the oft-repeated
advice to not approach wild animals,
slowly took a marshmallow from the
bag on the picnic table and, holding it
at arm’s length, slowly — very slowly
— advanced toward our animal visitor. Bambi suddenly lunged toward the
marshmallow, which caused our friend
to drop it, shriek, and bolt from the
campsite. We all followed her and ran
about a quarter-mile down the camp
road. In my mind I can still hear Bambi,
Thumper, and Flower giggling behind
us, not to mention the park rangers,
who had raised the orphaned fawn into
adulthood.
Adventures such as these made a great
impression on my wife over the years,
and now when I suggest a weekend
camping trip, she calls the Hotel Bonaventure in Montreal.
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Montpelier’s First Baptist Church Closes;
Lighthouse Church Continues in Building

News

By Linda Radtke

M

embers of the First Baptist
Church in Montpelier, established in 1865, have closed
their church after struggling with declining enrollment for several years and
the financial burdens of maintaining
the historic building on the corner of St.
Paul and School streets.
“We were living on a shoestring,”
member Alan Williams from Barre reflects. “We’d get oil in, and then need
another $1,500 for fuel again in 10
days, then sometimes there would be
six people there for worship.” Francis
Brooks, a former legislator, teacher, and
church deacon, remarks, “The church
has always functioned by individual efforts, and we learned over the years how
to deal with a shortage of people, but finally we decided to dissolve the church.
It was a very sad day.”
One strategy that kept the Baptist
Church doors open since 2013 was to sell
the building to the Lighthouse Church,
established in 1991, whose members had
been renting and sought a permanent
home. Both congregations shared the
space; this arrangement allowed the
Baptists to continue rent-free in their
old building. The Baptist parsonage was
sold in 2009 to help the First Baptist
congregation stay afloat financially.
Eventually, though, the members,
about 30 of them, met in November
2019 with their longest-serving pastor,
Steven V. Seipke, and voted to close their
church.
A long and dedicated service to the
community from 1865 to 2019 emerges
from the church history, compiled by
members over the years and kept by the
Brooks family. Brooks, who joined the
church in 1967 and became a deacon in
1980, remembers that the proximity to
Union Elementary School “gave kids a
place to hang out after school.” Vacation
Bible School, the “Good News Club”
and “Crafty Critters” for young people
were well attended and all staffed by
volunteers.

The church building was purchased by the Lighthouse Church, founded in 1991. Pastor Susan Salameh from
South Barre hopes to “make new history in the days to come” in the first building they have owned as they
make renovations. Photo by John Lazenby.

It was an active church. Members
remember a community nativity scene,
concerts, monthly hymn sings, fall corn
roasts, men’s prayer breakfasts at a local
Howard Johnson’s restaurant, Christmas caroling parties, potluck suppers
(with a cookbook!), and summer joint
services with the Methodists. The women’s group, named for “Mother” Ama
P. Hibbard, a charter member of the
church and a teacher in the Sunday
school for 40 years, engaged in benevolent projects for Baptist missions around
the world, rummage sales, tying quilts,
and packing “missionary barrels.” Memorial windows around the sanctuary
testify to the efforts of many people.
Longtime Montpelier residents will
recognize many names from the First

Baptist Church history, such as musicians Bob Jackman, Bev Keck, John
Lincoln, and Steve Morse. The Montpelier Community Gospel Choir, still
active today and led by John Harrison,
was founded by Rev. Fred H. Shapiro
and Andy Shapiro at First Baptist in
1995. (vtgospel.com)
There was once great energy and support, the congregation giving over a
million dollars in 1988. Alan Williams
remembers raising money for foreign
missions, helping with infrastructure
improvements and education in Uganda.
“Through the Village2Village project in
Bristol, Vermont we sponsored a young
woman in Uganda to become a doctor, and she later came to Vermont for
a visit. “(village2villageproject.org) His
wife, Diane Williams, reports that these
efforts, still important in their lives,
were almost their biggest blessing. “The

greatest, though,” she said, “was when
Alan and I met at church in 1981 and
were married there.” (Alan Williams
concurs.)
Serving the local community was also
an important mission of the church. In
1983, First Baptist pastor James Bennett co-founded with other clergy the
Good Samaritan Haven in Barre, which
continues to serve the unhoused in our
communities. Reached at his home in
Maine, Rev. Bennett says, “We deeply
regret that the Montpelier church has
been dissolved.” Also during his tenure, a monthly Heaton House ministry
program reached out to residents. First
Baptists also worked in community efforts such as O.U.R. House in Barre,
and the Montpelier Food Pantry. The
Ugandan efforts are still important to
former members, and some are searchcontinued on page 11
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ing for new “church homes” now that
things are opening up from more than a
year of pandemic restrictions.
Over the years, members raised funds
for substantial improvements to the historic building — a new grand piano in
1984; a rebuild of the 1906 pipe organ
in 1971; a lighted star on the building for Christmas; major renovations to
the furnace, roof, and steeple; and the
building of a lift. A fire in 1946 necessitated two years of repair, during which
time worshippers met in the school auditorium. Learning in 1961 that the
foundation lay on the site of a former
pond, with landfill from the Barre quarries, church members raised the funds
to raise and secure the structure in time
for the Baptist State Convention three
years later.
One winter night in 1976, Brooks
remembers, “I got a call in the middle
of the night. It was 30 below, the pipes
froze, and the radiators blew up. It was
a real mess. We worshipped at Bethany
Church that winter.”
The current owners of the building,
members of the Lighthouse Church,
have continued to make improvements
with a new roof, and more work after
burst pipes — once again — caused
water damage to the sanctuary. They
held services in the basement. Pastor
Susan Salameh from Barre is thankful
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for the opportunity. “For us, it is sacred
ground. It’s a perfect fit, and our being
there is a great joy. We honor the history
of this place.”
Alan Williams keeps the old papers
and photos from the 250-year history
of First Baptist at his Barre home. Old
photographs reveal a second steeple, the
bell tower, and old beams. The suspended ceiling that was installed obscured the inspirational Bible verses that
had been painted on the walls around
the perimeter, which he saw when he
climbed up into the steeple years ago.
He remarks, “We may be gone, but
the Bible verses are probably still there.”
Linda Radtke lives in Middlesex.
Thanks to Francis Brooks, Diane and
Alan Williams, James Bennett, Susan Salameh, and John Lazenby.
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CALENDAR OF E
WEDNESDAY, JULY 21
Concert: Honey and Soul. 6 to 8:30

p.m. Middlesex band stand, 465 Shady
Rill Road. Honey and Soul is a soul-folk
powerhouse of soft, tender babes. The
second of the five concert series, “Celebrating Women in Music,” at the Middlesex band stand this summer. Concerts

ART
EXHIBITS
The Front. 6 Barre Street, Mont-

pelier. Sam Thurston, “Paintings,
Pots and Sculpture.” Sam Thurston’s work uses various media
(oil paint, wood, ceramics) and
working in both two and three
dimensions, he explores many
traditional themes and motifs
such as the figure, landscape, and
still life. The show runs through
August 1, with an artist talk July
22; see thefrontvt.com for additional details.
T.W. Wood Gallery and Arts
Center. 46 Barre Street, Mont-

pelier. By appointment. For more
information, go to twwoodgallery.org.

are on Wednesday evenings starting at
6:30 and are free; food is available on
site from Mediterranean Mix. For more
information call (802) 272-4920.
Barre City Farmers Market. 3:30 to
6:30 p.m. Pearl Street pedestrian way,
Barre. Fresh local produce, foods, and
artisan goods located in Barre’s newly
added pedestrian way. Check out the
granite sculptures while you are there.
For more information go to thebarrepartnership.com/barrefarmersmarket

Festival. Each family-friendly event will
feature live music, a giant slip-and-slide,
and a great big open space to gather and

tuned stage performance. For more information, go to waterburyvtrotary.org/
page/concerts

listen to live music. Free, bring blankets,
chairs, and food.
Concert: Devon McGarry Band. 6 to
8:30 p.m. Rusty Parker Memorial Park,
Waterbury.Hailing from in and around
Burlington, Vermont, the Devon McGarry Band forges a musical path that’s
adventurous, yet refined. Their original
songs channel a grab bag of rock styles
paired with catchy lyricism and a fine-

SATURDAY, JULY 24

THURSDAY, JULY 22
Food Truck Thursdays. 4 to 8 p.m.

Currier Park, Barre. A variety of different food trucks scheduled all summer on
Thursdays.
Concert: Cooie Sings. 6 to 7:30 p.m.
Currier Park, Barre. Vermont songbird
brings lyrics to life. Free, bring a blanket
or a chair.
Concert: Renegade Groove. 5:30
to 8:30 p.m. Hubbard Park, Montpelier. The Renegade Groove is a fourpiece funk-rock band from Burlington,
Vermont. Members Collin Craig, Evan
Crandell, Andy Gagnon, and Danny
Whitney combine their passion for funk,
rock, blues, jazz, and soul in their compositions, creating a sound that has been
described as “an actual party.” Part of the
Parkapalooza!, Hubbard Park’s Summer

Capital City Farmers Market. 9 a.m.

to 1 p.m., 133 State Street, Montpelier.
Fresh produce, prepared foods, and artisan crafts in the capital of Vermont.
For more information go to capitalcityfarmersmarket.com or email manager@
montpelierfarmersmarket.com.
Concert: Patrick Ross and the Fiddler’s Crew. 7–9 p.m. Farr’s Hill, 24

Elm Street, Randolph. Patrick Ross and
the Fiddler’s Crew is a result of turning
pandemic lemons into lemonade, or in
this case, crabapples into cider. Ross put
all his creative energy into writing and
rehearsing songs about life in Vermont.
Part of Farr’s Hill’s Live and Out series
that runs all summer. The venue is an
outdoor tented stage, and the audience
is uncovered with nearly unlimited space
to spread out on a grassy shaded hillside.
All the shows are “Pay What You Can”
with generous sponsorship from local
businesses. For more information, call
802-728-9878.

Festival: Maple Roots Music Festival. Noon to midnight. Morse Farm

Maple Sugar Works. Free and open to
the public, parking $20 per vehicle. Rain
or shine, reusable water bottles encouraged. Local food vendors on-site; craft
cocktails, beer, and wine served in the
beer garden (21-plus with valid ID). Kids’
activities will be provided from 12 to 6
p.m. Please, no dogs, no glass containers,
no fireworks, no illegal substances, no
firearms. Limited indoor seating will be
available. BYO chairs/blankets to enjoy
the spacious farm lawns. For more information, go to maplerootsfest.com

SUNDAY, JULY 25
Poetry Reading: Victoria Redel and
Marie Howard. 3–4 p.m. Highland

Center for the Arts, Greensboro. Victoria Redel is the author of three books of
poetry and five books of fiction, most
recently the novel “Before Everything”
(Viking Penguin) and the poetry collec-
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VENTS

501 Blachly Road, Marshfield. Brilliant music and witty dialog characterize
“H.M.S. Pinafore.” Shows August 6, 7,
8, 13, 14, 15, and 19, 20, and 21. Tickets
$25 adults; under twelve $10.

SUNDAY, AUGUST 8

tion “Woman Without Umbrella” (Four
Way Books). Marie Howe is the author
of four volumes of poetry. She was the
poet laureate of New York State from
2012 to 2014. Free. For more information, call 802-533-9075.

Pops Concert, Vermont Philharmonic. 4 p.m. Moose Meadow Lodge,

607 Crossett Hill Road, Duxbury. The
orchestra will entertain the audience
with selections from the smash hit musical “Hamilton” and perennial favorite
“South Pacific.” The grounds will open
for picnicking at 3:00 p.m. Parking is
limited, so carpooling is strongly encouraged. Bring your picnic and lawn chairs.
Tickets are available at the gate or online
at vermontphilharmonic.com. Prices are
$20 adults; $15 seniors; $5 students; $35
family. Rain location is Thatcher Brook
Primary School, 47 Stowe Street, Waterbury.

TUESDAY, JULY 27
Waterbury Community Band. 7
p.m. Waterbury Center Commons Park.
Weather permitting, the band invites the
community to bring their lawn chairs
and blankets to the park with the gazebo
across from the Grange Hall. Concerts
start at 7 p.m. on Tuesdays through Aug.
17. The band welcomes new members
playing any instrument and of any musical ability, especially students! Just bring
your instrument, a chair, and a music
stand to the park.

WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 11

WEDNESDAY, JULY 28
Barre City Farmers Market. 3:30 to
6:30 p.m. Pearl Street pedestrian way,
Barre. See July 21.
Concert: Flynn (Myra Flynn). 6:30 to
8:30 p.m. Part of this summer’s “Celebrating Women in Music” series at the
Middlesex band stand. All concerts are
free; food is available on site from Mediterranean Mix. The band stand is located
on Shady Rill Road in Middlesex next to
the Rumney School. For more information, call Elliot at (802) 272-4920 or
Paul at (802) 522-4810.

THURSDAY, JULY 29
Food Truck Thursdays. 4 to 8 p.m.

See Thursday, July 22.
Concert: Ali T. 6 to 7:30 p.m. Currier
Park, Barre. Alison “AliT” Turner is a
singer-songwriter serving up the right
dose of indie-pop and 90s nostalgia.
Free, bring a blanket or a chair.
Concert: Sabouyouma. 5:30 to 8:30
p.m. Hubbard Park, Montpelier. Master ballafonist Ousmane Camara leads
Sabouyouma as they take listeners on a
cultural journey to West Africa, to the
roots of jazz, funk, and blues. Part of the
Parkapalooza!, Hubbard Park’s Summer
Festival. Each family-friendly event will
feature live music, a giant slip-and-slide,
and a great big open space to gather and
listen to live music. Free, bring blankets,
chairs, and food.
Concert: Shellhouse. 6 to 8:30 p.m.
Rusty Parker Memorial Park, Waterbury.
Shellhouse is Bob Teer, vocals, guitar;
Andrea Teer, vocals and percussion;
Marshall Breakstone, bass, vocals; Steve
Wanderlich, drums; Bob Levinson, guitar. A typical Shellhouse set list includes
original Vermont songs and a mix of
eclectic rock-and-roll classic favorites. For
more information, go to waterburyvtrotary.org/page/concerts

SATURDAY, JULY 31
Capital City Farmers Market. 9 a.m.

to 1 p.m., see July 24.

Concert: The Craftsbury Chamber
Players. 4 to 5 p.m. Plainfield Recre-

ation Field, Plainfield. Part of the Plainfield Outdoor Music Series. The second
of two performances by the Craftsbury
Chamber Players. Founded in 1966, the
Craftsbury Chamber Players are a group
of world-class musicians who perform
both masterworks and lesser known
chamber music gems every summer.
Concerts feature ever-changing ensemble
configurations. Admission is by donation. Bring your own chairs or blankets.
plainfieldoperahousevt.org
Cirque Barcode’s Branché. A circus
show for people of all ages, shows at 3
and 6 p.m. Highland Center for the Arts,
Greensboro. Human acrobatics performance themed on the human condition.
This performance will require the audience to walk a short distance, including
uneven terrain. Enjoy a delicious picnic
dinner during the show! Visit highlandartsvt.org to order your picnic in advance
when you purchase your tickets online,
and dinner will be waiting for you when
you arrive for the show. A limited number of meals will be available for on-site
purchase. Tickets are $20 for adults, $8
for kids 12 and under.

TUESDAY, AUGUST 3
Waterbury Community Band. 7 p.m.
Waterbury Center Commons Park. See
July 27.

WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 4
Barre City Farmers Market. 3:30 to
6:30 p.m. Pearl Street pedestrian way,
Barre. See July 21.
Concert: Terrible Mountain String
Band (Ida Mae Specker). 6:30 to 8:30

p.m. Part of this summer’s “Celebrating
Women in Music” series at the Middlesex band stand. All concerts are free;
food is available on site from Mediterranean Mix. The band stand is located
on Shady Rill Road in Middlesex next
to the Rumney School. For more infor-

mation, call Elliot at (802) 272-4920 or
Paul at (802) 522-4810.

THURSDAY, AUGUST 5
Food Truck Thursdays. 4 to 8 p.m.

See Thursday, July 22.

Concert: Saboyouma. noon to 1
p.m. Christ Church Courtyard, 64 State
Street, Montpelier. Master ballafonist
Ousmane Camara leads Sabouyouma as
they take listeners on a cultural journey
to West Africa to the roots of jazz, funk,
and blues. The Hunger Mountain Coop
Brown Bag Summer Concert Series is
Montpelier Alive’s series of free lunchtime concerts. Bring a takeout lunch
from one of our wonderful downtown
restaurants and enjoy!
Concert: Nina Sklar and the
Weatherbirds. 5:30 to 8:30 p.m. Hub-

bard Park, Part of the Parkapalooza!,
Hubbard Park’s Summer Festival. Each
family-friendly event will feature live
music, a giant slip-and-slide, and a great
big open space to gather and listen to
live music. Free, bring blankets, chairs,
and food.
Concert: Donna Thunder. 6 to 7:30
p.m. Currier Park, Barre. Acoustic country and blues. Free, bring a blanket or a
chair.
Concert: Big Night. 6 to 8:30 p.m.
Rusty Parker Memorial Park, Waterbury. Big Night is a group of musicians
based in the Champlain Valley who long
ago fell in love with Cajun music from
southwest Louisiana and are dedicated
to the principle that all people deserve to
honky-tonk, regardless of creed or latitude. Come enjoy a spicy mix of classic
and original old-time dance music from
the southern US! For more information,
go to https://waterburyvtrotary.org/page/
concerts

Barre City Farmers Market. 3:30 to
6:30 p.m. Pearl Street pedestrian way,
Barre. See July 21.
Concert: The Larkspurs. 6:30 to 8:30
p.m. Part of this summer’s “Celebrating
Women in Music” series at the Middlesex band stand. All concerts are free;
food is available on site from Mediterranean Mix. The band stand is located
on Shady Rill Road in Middlesex next
to the Rumney School. For more information, call Elliot at (802) 272-4920 or
Paul at (802) 522-4810.

THURSDAY, AUGUST 12
Concert: McCaffrey, Coane, and
Rowell. noon to 1 p.m. Christ Church

Courtyard, 64 State Street, Montpelier.
Classic country, rockabilly, and bluegrass
with Danny Coane, Dave Rowell, and
Colin McCaffrey. The Hunger Mountain Coop Brown Bag Summer Concert Series is Montpelier Alive’s series of
free lunch-time concerts. Bring a takeout
lunch from one of our wonderful downtown restaurants and enjoy!
Concert: High Summer. 5:30 to 8:30
p.m. Hubbard Park, Part of the Parkapalooza!, Hubbard Park’s Summer Festival. Each family-friendly event will
feature live music, a giant slip-and-slide,
and a great big open space to gather and
listen to live music. Free, bring blankets,
chairs, and food.
Concert: Jacob Green, One Man
Band. 6 to 7:30 p.m. Currier Park,

Barre. Energetic rhythms and captivating melody. Jacob Green brews bona fide
homegrown music. Blues singer/songwriter with a twist. Free, bring a blanket
or a chair.
Concert: BOGO Boys. 6 to 8:30 p.m.
Rusty Parker Memorial Park, Waterbury.
Dance or sit back and groove as BOGO
Boys bring their blend of classic rock,
funk, country, and blues to the Waterbury Rotary Concert venue! For more
information, go to waterburyvtrotary.
org/page/concerts

FRIDAY, AUGUST 6
“H.M.S. Pinafore” by Gilbert and
Sullivan. 7:30 p.m. Unadilla Theater,

Advertise!
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News

Amtrak is Back in Town
by J. Gregory Gerdel

M

onday morning’s throng at the
Montpelier station may not
have been the largest ever assembled to welcome a train, but it was
larger than any in the current stationmaster’s memory.
While masks are still required on
board by federal transportation rules,
they were worn by relatively few among
those on the platform for the celebration. The restart of the Amtrak Vermonter’s regular service was sold out all
the way to Brattleboro, owing in part to
a $1.00 special ticket price.
Tim Donovan, who was taking his
granddaughter on the excursion, may
have purchased the last available $1
ticket on Sunday. “My ticket was a dollar, hers was $7,” he said, clearly not
deterred from taking the trip.
John Zampieri II, sporting new glasses
and an engineer’s cap, was taking the
train as far as White River Junction
with his mother Rebecca. His aunt Ramona planned to meet them for the
drive home. Most of the passengers were
planning to return via VTrans-arranged
shuttle buses from Brattleboro, a service
included the day’s special pricing.
The anticipated arrival of the train
was preceded by brief comments from a
variety of dignitaries along with ample
treats for those attending — notably
creemees with a variety of optional
sprinkles. Montpelier Mayor Anne Watson explained that she and her husband
have postponed their vacation so they
will be able to travel by train. “On a
train you have space to walk around,
Wi-Fi, and the opportunity to meet

Crowds await the arrival of the Amtrak train in Montpelier on Monday morning, July 19. Tim Donovan, in blue
shirt at front of crowd, was taking his granddaughter Neala on the excursion. Photo by John Lazenby.

people,” she said. She also noted that per
passenger mile, travel by train produces
considerably less greenhouse gas emissions than flying.
Jim Murphy, who qualified his appearance at the event by noting he isn’t
much of a speaker, said, “I’m more of
a talker.” Murphy recalled that he first
came to the station in July of 1955 to
work as a clerk in the ticket office. On a
hot, sticky afternoon he’d taken his shirt
off when a man approached the window
and asked if the train was on schedule.
After assuring the man it would be on

time, Murphy recognized who it was
— and he quickly put his shirt back
on. Richard Nixon, then vice president,
had brought his daughters to the TeelaWooket summer camp in Roxbury and
was returning to Washington, D.C.
Amtrak officials reminded the waiting
crowd that trains are typically traveling
faster than they appear to be. Many of
the crossings in this section of Amtrak’s
route do not have signals; extra caution
is essential at all crossings.
As the time came close for the Vermonter’s arrival, station staff patrolled

Bridge
continued from page 1

river in preparation for assembling the
bridge. Once the four trusses are assembled, the crane will lift the entire
bridge into place. It is all in the preparation, Western noted, “The actual lifting
of the bridge across the river with cranes
will take only about an hour.”
According to Western, the overall cost
of the bridge is $1.2 million, with 20
percent from local fundraising and 80
percent from a federal highway grant
administered through VTrans. The
total cost of the project from Gallison
Hill Road to Route 14 will be about
$1.6 million. “So you can see the bridge
is the big part of it. Fundraising is ongo- The partially completed bridge waits to be lifted into place over the
ing for the remainder of the trail work Winooski River. Photo by John Lazenby.
up to Route 14 that will start next year,
but all the work planned to happen this bridge. That work will include a new
Meanwhile, out of sight of the road,
year is funded — thanks to many!” trailhead parking lot on Route 2 and off in the woods, the association is
Western said.
a new guardrail between the path and building all the rest of the trails that
In August, additional contractors will the highway, according to the Cross will make up the full project — includbe doing heavy work along Route 2 for Vermont Trail Association’s long-term ing opportunities for local volunteers to
a section of trail continuing east of the plans.
help. “We are aiming to have the con-

the platform, making certain the visitors
would be standing well back of the yellow line when the train rolled in.
The parking lot was a bit jammed
when participants returned to their cars.
Half a dozen medium-sized buses, hired
to return train passengers to Burlington
and St. Albans, had occupied the middle
of the lot. Those with parked cars had
to wait until the train passengers from
the first leg had boarded the shuttles to
move their own vehicles. Bicyclists who
had braved the threat of rain were clearly
vindicated.
nection between the end of the Montpelier Bike Path at the Civic Center, up
to U-32, across the bridge, and out to
the new trailhead on Route 2 open by
midsummer 2022,” Western said.
The Cross Vermont Trail Association
website explains: “The ultimate goal of
this project is to connect the school,
nearby conserved natural areas, and
local neighborhoods with a safe offroad inviting path — the trail will link
directly to numerous neighborhoods,
including many families with schoolage children who will be able to bike to
school.”
On the river side of Power Plant Road,
the 2020–2022 project includes the
“Penstock & Portage Trails” to provide
new public footpaths along the banks of
the river, which also will serve as portages for river paddlers.
For the 2023 construction season, the
association’s goal is to complete the section of the trail between Route 2 and
Route 14 where the existing rail trail
starts currently and follows a former rail
bed to Plainfield.
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Farmers Market
continued from page 1

the market strictly enforces two requirements that set it apart from some others:
Vendors have to grow, produce, or create
what they sell, and the owners of the
businesses are required to be at the market at least 50 percent of the time.
George said this means that farmers,
bakers, artists, and crafts people need to
create goods pretty much from scratch,
and there is a preference for using raw
materials that originate in Vermont, as
much as possible. Having the owner present eliminates very large businesses from
competing with small, local businesses
— many of which are one- or two-person
operations. Both requirements make the
shopping experience more local and more
personal.
Above, Hannah Blackmer of Fieldstone Farm is surrounded by lush
When Janet Stewart began selling her produce. Above right, Stan Biasini sells cheese in Montpelier this July.
photography and greeting cards at the Photos by Tom McKone.
market about 2003, she was one of those
one-person businesses. A few years later eighth generation family farm special- everyone brought up the dedication and
she married Ray Shatney, whose century- izing in healthy and ethically raised skills of manager Keri Ryan, who has
old family farm had the oldest registered chicken, pork, and beef — Krysta Za- been in that role since August 2019.
highland herd in the United States. They briskie agrees. “One of my absolute fa- John Snell, volunteer extraordinaire and
decided to expand what they did at their vorite things is going around to shop with community representative on the Capital
City Farmers Market board, got several
farm and began selling beef at the market other vendors.”
All of the milk used to make the cheese unsolicited shout-outs, too.
in 2007; their nascent business, Greenat Stan Biasini and Debora Wickart’s
Who did Ryan want to thank? She
field Highland Beef, quickly caught on.
“The Montpelier market was critical family business, Mt. Mansfield Cream- wanted to make sure everyone knows
for us,” she said, noting that selling there ery, comes from their own cows. Stan that the National Life Group, the Northwas the foundation for what grew into a credited the flavor and freshness of local
larger business. “People started to ask for foods with keeping customers and said
our meat at the coop and in restaurants.” that people really like knowing where
Like many vendors, Jenny Vascotto, their food comes from. “You can talk to
who with her husband Giacomo Vas- the person who made the cheese. You can
cotto owns Trenchers Farmhouse, credits talk to the farmer who had their hands in
“especially strong connections with the the dirt.”
Beck Ferguson said his wild and culcommunity” for the success of the market. “Locals come week-in, week-out,” tivated mushroom business is successful
she said. She noted that both vendors and both because of the climate and because
customers appreciate the variety of high- of the attitudes of Vermonters. Vermonters are used to seeing mushrooms in
quality local food.
The Vascottos specialize in Italian pas- the woods, at coops, and in restaurants,
tas and sauces, and they call Trenchers which makes them open to trying new
Farmhouse, “Vermont’s Italian farm-to- ones.
Every veteran vendor I spoke with said
table gastronomia.” Jenny was one of
several vendors who said they do some of their business was notably up from past
their own food shopping (or bartering) years (one said it is more than double over
at the market. “You can go through the 2019) and every vendor — new or old —
market and create an entire menu,” she was excited about how well the market
is doing. They all love the new location,
said.
Over at Berlin’s Perrin Farm — an and even without being asked, almost

east Organic Farming Association of Vermont, and the Vermont State Employees
Credit Union gave the market grants that
are helping to upgrade its technology, to
pay for live music each week, and to host
several special events, such as the recent
strawberry festival.
“It’s encouraging to see the community come out to support farmers,” said
Ben Zabriskie, emphasizing half of the
symbiotic relationship that makes this
44-year-old farmers market an ongoing
success. It’s a win-win: The farmers serve
the community, and the community appreciates the farmers.
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From Hiroshima to Montpelier:
Paper Cranes for Peace

History

By Therese Mageau

I

t’s not often that something happens
in Montpelier and has reverberations
all the way to Japan. But last year, a
survivor of the atomic bomb that was
dropped on Hiroshima at the end of
World War II saw a video of the annual
Montpelier-based walk that commemorates the event. And she felt compelled
to reach out to its sponsors.
Takako Shimizu was born in Yanai,
about 40 miles from Hiroshima, four
days after the bombing. She saw an
ORCA video of the 2020 Remembering
Hiroshima Peace Walk and Ceremony,
which for the past several decades has
taken place every August 6 in the Capital City and was so moved by the event
that she crafted and shipped dozens of
handmade origami peace cranes to the
event’s sponsors, Buddhist Peace Action
Vermont.
Participants in this year’s walk will
carry one of her origami cranes, a symbol of peace, in a silent procession from
Kellogg-Hubbard Library to the high
school. “We are so grateful for and honored by her gift,” says Buddhist Peace
Action Vermont member Glenda Bissex.
“During our Peace Walk we will feel
Takako with us as we carry her beautiful cranes from Hiroshima.”

Peace Walk on
August 6
The annual Remembering
Hiroshima Peace Walk and Ceremony on August 6 will begin
at 6:45 p.m. at the KelloggHubbard Library and proceed
in silence down State Street to
the high school. At 7:15 p.m.,
the exact time of the dropping
of the bomb, the procession
will stop and the bells of Christ
Church will chime 76 times,
once for every year since the
bombing. A short ceremony will
take place at the high school,
culminating in sending flowers
for peace down the Winooski
river. All are welcome. For more
information, visit buddhistpeaceactionvt.org.

“It is a great pleasure and honor for
me that my paper cranes will join your
Peace Walk on August 6,” says Taka, as
she is familiarly known. “I really wanted
to express my deepest respect and admiration for your peace activities.”

Taka is a professional tour guide in
Hiroshima, and she uses her platform as
a guide to help visitors understand not
just the devastating effects of the atomic
bomb on her city, but the destructive
nature of war itself and the urgency of
promoting world peace.
“We have realized the importance of
learning history and not to make the
same mistakes,” Taka says. “We have
made a lot of mistakes which have led
to many wars. War is an absolute evil.”
Taka and her immediate family were
lucky enough to have survived the bombing because they were living outside the
city. Nonetheless, they were subjected
to the terrors of warfare. “In those days
there had been a lot of air raid warnings
because U.S. forces started full-scale air
raids on the mainland of Japan in the
closing days of WWII,” Taka explains.
“People used to run into the shelter
whenever the warnings were issued, but
my mother was unable to move easily
just before my birth. She hoped she
would die with me in her womb rather
than have to escape to the shelter.”
Taka’s mother and two sisters were
inside their house on August 6. Her
grandmother was outside. “She saw a
huge mushroom cloud growing in the

Above, Hiroshima residents
Takako and Ken Shimizu.
Courtesy photo. Far left, origami
peace cranes made by Takako
Left, the Hiroshima Peace
Memorial, the epicenter of the
atomic bombing, is located 1,200
feet from Takako and Ken’s home.
Photos by Therese Mageau.

sky over Hiroshima. She experienced
such shock and terror when she saw it,
crying out, ‘What on earth happened?’”
Taka’s husband Ken’s family was not
so fortunate. Even though his parents
had moved six miles outside the city
to avoid the air raids, his grandparents
remained in town. After the bombing,
Ken’s parents went into the city to try
and find the grandparents, whose house
was located 1,200-feet from the epicenter of the bombing. “After three days of
searching, they found the silver comb
that his grandmother used to wear in the
kitchen area,” Taka says. “As for Ken’s
grandfather, he was in the habit of reading a morning newspaper sitting on the
river bank every morning. There were no
bodily remains or even ashes. With such
intense heat they evaporated instantly.”
Ken’s uncle, who was 12 years old
at time, was only 2,100 feet from the
epicenter and one of the few people so
close to the bomb site to have survived.
He was in critical condition for three
days, suffering from internal bleeding,
and came close to dying but managed
to live another 30 years, battling cancer
for the last years of his life. “He rejected
all requests to tell us about his A-bomb
experience,” says Taka. “That was the
memory he never wanted to recall.”

Even though most of Ken’s family
were not at the epicenter, all of them
suffered after-effects: his great grandmother was exposed to the heat rays of
the bomb and died seven years later of
leukemia; his father suffered from acute
high fevers, causing him to hover between life and death for many days; his
mother experienced symptoms similar
to blood poisoning and had three miscarriages.
Taka and Ken were actually lucky
that they were able to marry. “To have
been involved in the nuclear disaster
was a big issue in those days because of
the fear about radiation effects on the
offspring,” explains Taka. “There used
to be lots of discrimination in marriage,
employment, and many others matters
against Japanese A-bomb survivors,
known as Hibakusha.” Taka’s parents
believed that Ken had avoided exposure
to radiation because his family were living at the time outside the epicenter, and
they allowed the marriage to take place.
“Years after the birth of my third baby,
my mother-in-law told me the truth that
then 10-month-old Ken had been taken
into the city on the second day after the
bombing, carried on his parents’ back to
look for his grandparents.”
Today Ken and Taka live in his grandparents’ house, 1,200-feet from the
bombing epicenter, which is marked
by the remains of a large domed civic
building, now the Hiroshima Peace Memorial. Every day for Taka is a day to
work for peace. She reminds us: “We are
all responsible for future generations.”
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Godot Comes to Calais

Arts

Press Release

W

aiting for the return of live theater? “Waiting for
Godot” opens a two-week run
on August 12 at the Unadilla
Theater in Calais, running
Thursday through Sunday.
Show times are 7:30 p.m. on
the 12th, 13th, 14th, 15th,
19th, 20th, and 21st and a
matinee at 2:30 p.m. on the
22nd.
From a humble and not
very successful beginning at
a small Paris theater, Samuel
Beckett’s play has become one
of the most important plays
of the twentieth century. A
true modern classic, “Waiting
for Godot” is one of the most
produced plays in the world
and for good reason. Beckett
calls the work, “A tragic com- From left, Donny Osman, Clarke Jordan, Matthew Grant Winston and Tom Murphy.
edy in two acts.”
Courtesy photo.
The two main characters, hobos perhaps, call to mind at the play Samuel Beckett and James Joyce
The hapless Lucky is played by Tom
times Laurel and Hardy or Abbott and meet on a park bench by the river Liffey. Murphy, aka Murph, aka The Physical
Costello. At other times they are poets, They might very well be in Hell.
Comedian. Murphy has been touring
players, fighters, and fierce friends. They
The cast in order of appearance fea- professionally for over 40 years. His
are waiting for a character to come who tures Matthew Grant Winston as Es- fame is worldwide. He is an interna(spoiler alert) never shows up.
tragon. Winston is a graduate of the tionally revered performer/clown in the
“What do we do now?" asks Vladimir. renowned drama school at SUNY Pur- vaudevillian tradition. He can juggle
“Wait.” replies Estragon. “Yes, but while chase. He is a well-known and highly fire, ride a ten-foot unicycle, and easwaiting.”
sought after local actor with a wide ily fall off a six-foot stage. But he says
Godot never shows up but the strange resume on Vermont stages. Winston says that playing Lucky and memorizing his
and enigmatic Pozzo and Lucky, master that he has always wanted to play the famous, incredible speech is the hardest
and slave, do show up to help “fill the part of Estragon, which was originated thing he has ever done in theater.
void.” One critic famously said that Beck- by the great Bert Lahr in the first BroadClarke Jordan plays the sometimes
ett has written a play in which “nothing way production.
cruel and sometimes piteous Pozzo.
happens twice.” Another countered, “It is
Donny Osman plays Vladimir. Osman After 20-some seasons at Unadilla playtrue that nothing happens twice, but in has a long history in theater; he founded ing mostly kings or clowns he’s enjoying
that nothing there is everything.”
and directed The Two Penny Circus,
This production boasts an extraordi- which toured New England and beyond
nary cast with over a century of com- for ten years, and he toured his own solo
bined professional experience as per- shows and taught theater worldwide for
formers, actors, and writers.
more than 20 years. He played a leaderJeanne Beckwith of Roxbury directs ship role in founding Circus Smirkus,
the play. Beckwith is a multi-talented was the Director of the Vermont Govtheater director, playwright, and scholar. ernor’s Institute on the Arts, and was
Her plays have been staged from coast to elected to the Vermont Legislature.
coast and as far away as Dublin, London, Osman says that for the last few years
and Istanbul. This year, her new play in between riding his bike in the summer
process, “Sam and Jim in Hell,” had a and skiing in the winter and watching
public reading at Lost Nation Theater Netflix year round, there is not enough
in Montpelier on Saint Patrick’s Day. In time in the day.

taking on Pozzo, who seems
to him a bit of both. His
first encounter with Godot
was as Estragon in a high
school production in 1968.
Since then he has appeared
in productions of “Krapp’s
Last Tape” and “Happy
Days” and is a very big fan of
Mr. Beckett’s work.
At first rejected and misunderstood by critics and audiences, “Waiting for Godot”
began its rise to mythic status
after a famously successful
performance at San Quentin prison. The inmates saw
themselves reflected in the
play. Susan Sontag launched
a production in response to
the civil war in Sarajevo.
The strength of the play is
in its openness and mystery. “Waiting for Godot”
uniquely reflects back to
each individual audience member a
glimpse of their own world view. As the
character Pozzo says, “That’s how it is on
this bitch of an earth.”
For more information and tickets contact www.unadilla.org, 802-456-8968,
or unadilla@pshift.com.
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Commentary

The Way I See It
Mischief at the Jewish General
By Bernie Lambek

I

penned
this
commentary on
the 39th anniversary of the day
Linda and I were
married. It was
sunny and warm
that day in 1982
as our family and friends smiled and
witnessed our unconventional vows in
front of the barn at the Hulbert Outdoor Center on the northern tip of Lake
Morey in Fairlee.
Linda and I are much the same as we
were. Linda has the same kind heart, devoid of any pretense, and she hums some
of the same songs as she puts dishes
from the drying rack into the cupboard.
She finds joy in a cup of herbal tea, a
walk up the road. Happily for me, Linda
still thinks I’m funny.
I’m an inveterate punster, known for
telling large puns and puny puns. People mostly groan at my puns. Linda
laughs, especially at the bad ones. Linda
has retained her sense of humor and joy.
The punning and other shenanigans
came from my father.
In a previous piece in The Bridge, I

wrote about my father’s mischievous
sense of humor, reciting this story about
his internment from 1940 to 1942 in a
prison camp in New Brunswick: “One
day [he wrote] I did not feel like working
and stayed behind in the deserted camp.
I was caught by the Sergeant Major,
who demanded to know my number. I
said ‘three times eleven squared,’ which
was correct, but caused him to scratch
his head and to let me go.”
Reading this, my skeptical son said
the story must be apocryphal. Maybe
so. My father included the story in his
short memoir of the first third of his
life. At the time he wrote the memoir,
in his neat, cursive longhand, either he
remembered the story or he made it up.
Mischief either way.
One year after being freed from the
prison camp, he was a young undergraduate at McGill University. He told another story: “Although I did not refrain
from dating girls occasionally, I did
not quite know how to behave, having
been deprived of feminine companionship for several years. On certain social
occasions, the girls expected to dance,
something I was unable to do. Instead

I would ask one of my male friends to
take over. After a couple of years, this
situation became intolerable and I asked
my friend Bill Fingland to teach me how
to waltz. In return, I agreed to write a
philosophy essay for him. After a few
beers, I fluently dictated an essay on
Descartes, which earned higher marks
than any I had ever received in my own
name.”
More mischief, and maybe also apocryphal.
My father was again interned in the
spring of 2014, when he was 91 years old,
at the conclusion of his 64-year-long professorship at McGill, the longest of any
math professor in the university’s history.
This time, of course, he was not held
as an “enemy alien” in a prison camp. He
was confined to the internal medicine
ward at the Jewish General Hospital in
Montreal. My brother and I wrote to
some of his friends to let them know.
One friend replied that she hoped he was
“not in pain and able to meet each day
with his own particular brand of intensity and humor.”
His mood varied. “How are you feeling
today?” was the typical chipper question
as each staff person entered the hospital
room. He sometimes answered, “Not so
well. I would like to die.” One of the doctors, Dr. Raffoul, replied with a sardonic
grin, “I’m sorry to tell you, Mr. Lambek,

but you’re not sick enough to die. You’re
not dying!” Dr. Raffoul yelled, probably
because Mr. Lambek was hard of hearing.
Some days later, our father told my
brother Michael to bring him a bucket.
“What,” Michael asked, “you’re going
to be sick? Why do you need a bucket?”
Our father answered: “To kick it.”
We groaned.
“Have you been telling puns to the
staff here?” I asked him, worried.
“Yes, I told 10 puns just this week,” my
father confessed.
“And have any of these puns actually
helped you get better?” I asked.
“No,” he replied, “no pun in 10 did.”
Okay, this last part is me being silly
(and not original). But the bucket bit? He
really said that.
It wasn’t dying he was afraid of; it was
losing his mind. When I arrived at his
hospital room one morning, he was holding a pair of scissors in his hand — who
knows how he had got them — and was
threatening to cut the IV tube which
he had been too weak to pull out. He
wanted to escape. This time he was not
being funny or mischievous. It was all so
confusing, for both of us. That was the
tragedy.
A couple of weeks later he was indeed
dying, and he was calm, a peaceful atheist even in the foxhole.
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Eric Seidel

April 14, 1945 – July 6, 2021

Eric Seidel. Courtesy photo.

E

ric Robert Seidel was born
to William Robert Seidel and
Patsy Ruth Hursey Seidel on
April 14, 1945, in Clovis, New Mexico.
He grew up with younger sisters Sue
and Beth in Riviera Beach, Florida
and spent summers on his grandparents’ farm in Worthington, Ohio. He
attended Michigan State University
before enlisting in the Navy for a
Mediterranean tour as ship’s clerk.
In 1969 he married Ann Moulton. In
the 1970s Eric fell in love with the
Vermont landscape, and it became
his beloved home state. He and Ann
built their home in the Berlin woods,
gardened, helped found the local
co-op, and had one daughter, Lynn,
before separating in 1988.
In 1980 Eric started working at
the New England Culinary Institute
(NECI) in Montpelier, designing and
managing kitchens and many other
spaces there, in Essex and Burlington. Eric helped NECI weather the
1993 flood and other challenges,
eventually becoming Vice President
of Facilities before retiring. Eric appreciated gourmet food but also
donuts and ice cream. Although he
wore a tie to work for decades, he
was happiest in jeans.
Eric served at various points on

the city’s Design Review Committee
and Montpelier Alive board and was
pro-bono project manager designing
the new commercial kitchen at the
Montpelier Senior Activity Center.
He volunteered for the Green Mountain Club, leading groups on hikes,
maintaining trails, and building shelters along the Long Trail, notably
on Camel’s Hump and near Sterling
Pond. He served on the GMC Board
and was recognized with an award
for dedicated trail work.
In 1992 he married Donna Russo
and became stepfather to Jeff, Jeremy, and Janna Carpenter. Eric and
Donna’s life together included a
shared love of travel, music, hiking,
biking, paddling, camping, gardening
and improving the landscape around
their Middlesex home. He quarried slate, built stone walls, planted
trees, enjoyed bird-watching, and
maintained a challenging rural driveway. The Middlesex woods were his
solace whether harvesting wood or
walking the trails.
Eric treasured time with family, including visits from Lynn and her husband Edwin, and larger family gatherings. He was generous in helping with
home renovation and farm projects,
and he kept up a loving banter with
Jeremy for years. His grandchildren
christened Eric “Gumpy.” He shared
his wisdom, humor, and presence
with them whether enjoying outdoor
adventures or witnessing their antics.
Eric was an avid reader of history,
biography, and natural science. He
had a lifelong love of classical music
and savored Cape Breton and Quebecois Celtic traditions later in life.
He greatly enjoyed the guitar music
of his son-in-law, Edwin Munera.
Eric had a special skill for successfully tackling projects, designing or
building model ships, furniture, and
multiple homes. His commitment to

Memorialize your loved one in The Bridge

T

he Bridge is pleased to offer space for death notices, obituaries, and
memorial announcements, all at an affordable price.
The fee is 35 cents a word, with a minimum purchase of 250 words
at $88. A single photo is free of charge. Approved submissions will be
posted on The Bridge website immediately and appear in the next print
edition of the paper. If you are announcing a memorial service and it will
take place before the next print edition, please contact us to discuss
web-only advertising options.
Send submissions or inquiries to editor@montpelierbridge.com. Please
include the name, email address, and phone number of the person submitting, and we will touch base with you to arrange payment. The Bridge
reserves the right to edit submissions to conform to the paper’s style or
for clarity.

cutting, moving, and stacking firewood was a meditative practice and
strategy for maintaining health. One
unfinished challenge was his goal to
kayak, with Donna, the entire shoreline of Lake Champlain; they completed 500+ miles.
In retirement, Eric and Donna lived
in Vermont and Arizona. In Tucson
they added new friends and were
active members of the Arizona Land
and Water Trust and the Archeology
Society. They travelled to Europe, the
British Isles, Norway, Eastern Canada, and many U.S. National Parks.
Eric’s final trip in 2019 was to revisit
parts of Italy and Malta — a port of
his Navy years.
In his final years, Eric suffered from
dementia, Parkinson’s, and ALS.
While weathering the pandemic,
his last year and a half of declining
health was supported by Donna’s
presence at his side. She made his
favorite meals in their Marana home
where he had visits from and Zooms
with friends and family, a network
of skilled caregivers, VA and Mayo
Clinic health care providers, and the
Casa de la Luz hospice team. Eric’s

loved ones are grateful to all his caregivers. Eric’s gentle and humble spirit
left a deep impression on those who
spent time with him at any time in his
rich life. He will be deeply missed by
those he leaves behind.
Eric was predeceased by his
parents. He is survived by his
wife Donna Russo, daughter Lynn
Moulton of Watertown, Mass. (sonin-law Edwin), stepson Jeff Carpenter
of Hyde Park, Vt. (daughter-in-law
Melanie, granddaughter Lily), stepson Jeremy Carpenter of Montpelier,
stepdaughter Janna Clar of Montpelier (former husband Dan [a special
friend to Eric], grandchildren Russell
and Ada), sister Sue Ross (nieces
Jennifer and Cara), sister Beth Henson (brother-in-law Doug and nephews Jason and Patrick). Eric leaves
many dear friends to whom he remained connected.
Memorial gatherings will be held in
Central Vermont and Tucson in the
Fall. Donations can be made in Eric’s
memory to the Green Mountain Club
in Vermont or the Arizona Land and
Water Trust.
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Five Tips for Transitioning Into Retirement

R

etirement marks the end of a
chapter in your career and the
start of a new lifestyle. This
unique transition can bring a myriad
of emotions, most commonly ones of
excitement and apprehension. If you’re
pondering retiring in the next year or so,
here are five tips to help you transition
smoothly.
Know the transition could take weeks
— or months. You likely spent decades
forming a routine around your work
schedule. Establishing your new normal

of volunteer work, an encore career, or
helping family will take time. If you
are married, remember that your retired
status may affect your spouse’s routine,
too. Talk openly about how you’re feeling during the transition to keep your
spouse in the loop.
Communicate your retirement
plans with family members.
Your parents, kids, or other family
members will likely be interested in how
you intend to spend your retirement days.

Will you be visiting the grandkids more
often? Continuing to host family gettogethers? Planning to move or purchase
a retirement home? As you share your
plans, don’t forget to discuss your financial picture. The benefits of open communication are three-fold: it reassures
your kids that you’re financially prepared;
allows you to introduce or remind your
family of your estate and legacy plans;
and it establishes a safe space for both
sides to discuss potentially challenging
financial topics.
Maintain healthy habits.
Staying diligent with the activities that
help you feel your best is important as
you shift into retirement. Prioritize eating healthy, sleeping well, staying fit,
and maintaining friendships in your new
routine.
Evaluate your finances.
Prior to retirement, you likely outlined
how you will manage your cash flow.
(If not, today is the day to put a plan in
place.) As you enter retirement, review
your expenses to ensure they’re aligned

Commentary
with your plan. It’s common to revise
your spending and activities after experiencing the first few weeks away from
your primary job, so it’s okay if you need
to adjust how much you withdraw from
your accounts each month. If you want
to increase your spending, calculate what
that means for your later retirement years,
as you don’t want your savings to come
up short. Consult a financial advisor for
guidance on how to make your money
last while living the lifestyle you desire.
Reset your attitude.
Retirement is not the ultimate finish line. Experiencing a lot of emotions
is common but try to focus on what
you’re excited about in this next chapter.
And, remember you’re not alone. Talk to
friends, family, and professionals in your
life for support along the way.

Ellie Stubbs is a
Financial
Advisor with Ameriprise
Financial Services,
LLC, in Barre.
She specializes in
fee-based financial
planning and asset
management strategies and has been in
practice for 18 years. Contact her at ameripriseadvisors.com/ellie.stubbs, (802) 6228060, 14 North Main Street, Suite 2001,
Barre, VT 05641.
This article is distributed by Ameriprise
Financial Services, LLC., a registered investment adviser. © 2021 Ameriprise.
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CLASSIFIED AD
First Class Office Space
near Capitol at 149 State
Street, Montpelier, VT.
Perfect location within a 3-minute
walk to Capitol. Beautiful Greek
Revival building renovated
throughout. Handicap accessible,
foyer, waiting room and restroom.
Includes off-street parking, office
cleaning weekly, heat, AC, hot
water, snow removal, landscaping
and full maintenance. Suites and
single offices starting at $345.00
per month. Call 508-259-7941.
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Letters to the Editor
Kids’ Book Reviews a Hit
Editor:
Loved the book reviews by kids [July
6, 2021].
Margaret Blanchard, Montpelier

Appreciate the
Encampment Response
Policy
Editor:
I am a member of the Homelessness
Task Force, an advisory committee for
the Montpelier City Council.
For years, there have been unhoused
people camping in the city. With the
pandemic, all were moved to motels and
have been housed for approximately 17
months. Because of state budgetary constraints, starting July 1 those individuals
are being moved out. As a result, many

will be left without shelter, and many
will camp in the city again.
Anticipating a big increase in the number of campers, the city developed a
policy to guide city employees in their
treatment of the unhoused. This policy
speaks to treating them and their possessions with dignity and care. The tenor is
one of respect. All affected city departments were involved in its development,
as were other city council committees.
Areas of city property were designated
as available for camping. On July 14,
the task force reviewed the policy again
and suggestions were taken from members of the community. While not all
will be incorporated in the draft policy,
all concerns were heard. The task force
recommended submitting the draft to
council, understanding that changes may
be made later.

I want to commend Cameron Niedermayer, Assistant City Manager, for both
her patience and her spirit of inclusion in
developing this document. It is the first
time something of this nature has been
done and will give valuable guidance
to all — residents, campers, and city
employees.
The next steps are to provide needed
support to the homeless and to ultimately have them housed.
Carolyn J. Ridpath, Montpelier

On Homelessness: What
Is One To Do?
Editor:
First, it is essential to understand how
the current crisis concerning homelessness and related matters far predates
the current COVID-19 pandemic. There
have been large numbers of persons living unhoused, and those persons are,
once again, being abandoned to reside on
the streets, underneath bridges or in the
woods, and so on.
This was how it had been well before
the pandemic hit our region. It continues
to this day and will only get much worse
if something real is not done to seriously
address these and related matters.
Among the many dangers encountered
by persons living unhoused on a routine basis, these individuals and families
remain quite vulnerable to being institutionalized under the powerful authoritarian thumb of the state (read: government, including at the municipal level)
and its agencies or departments in its

various regressive and most costly forms,
or otherwise succumbing to grave illness
and disability or even death.
Either that or local, county, state, or
federal governments feign concern, but
otherwise mostly exercise deliberate indifference, oftentimes citing a lack of
funds and resources as being the problem.
Which begs the question, what is one
to do?
What is crucial to realize as well as acknowledge is that the situation has been
and continues to actually be more about
the need for exercising vigorous political will and then making these matters
among the most urgent (read: highest)
priorities to be seriously addressed in a
meaningful manner.
This, however, takes proper leadership
— at all levels.
If this was in fact done and leadership
seriously undertaken, those whose job
and responsibility it is to do so would be
aggressively seeking out and obtaining
the necessary funding, resources, and
support required to bring about a meaningful and sufficient resolution to help
meet what has been and continues to be
an ever-growing crisis for many individuals and families who are most in need living within local communities across the
region, state, and nation. Instead, lame
excuses and even lamer rationales are oftentimes offered and cited for the failure
to act in a deliberate, compassionate, and
thoughtful manner.
continued on page 23

TH E B R I D G E
continued from page 22

It must be kept in mind that there is a
much higher cost, including financially
but also in human terms, associated
with doing nothing.
Bringing about actual change to what
has sadly become accepted as the status quo would also require no longer
placing blame on unhoused individuals
and families for their circumstances
and treating them as if they are the
problem; rather, people who are living unhoused should be regarded and
treated as being part of the solution
and, if they are able and willing to do
so, invited to be the primary member
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of a team working to help them become
permanently housed.
It might not be easy or simple to
achieve, but it remains doable all the
same.
Morgan Brown, Montpelier
Morgan W. Brown previously lived unhoused for many years of his life, including
12 years without permanent housing during the last go around. He has been permanently housed in Central Vermont for
nearly 12 years. He formerly served on the
Montpelier Homelessness Task Force and,
when possible, continues to be engaged in
activism and advocacy concerning these
and related matters in various ways.
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Back to School
Advertise in the NEXT ISSUE:

In Circulation August 11
All Ad Materials and
Ad Space Reservations
Due Friday, August 6

For more info about deadlines, rates, and the
design of your ad, contact Rick McMahan:
802-249-8666 or rick@vtbridge.com
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